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I . ln tems of grarnmar teaching in Grdmmar-Translation and Audiolingual Method, which of

the following statements is corect?

(A) In Audiolingrral Method, grarnmatical mles are taught rather than caught.

(B) Audiolingual Method gets students to leam by analysis, not analogy.

(C) Students in Grammar-Translation can work more successfully in making connection

between different parts of the grammatical system.

(D) Borh approaches assume that acqui.ing a secord laoguage is a linear prccess in which

leamers leam one item at a time.

2. Wlich ofthe following statements is corect?

(A) Comprehensible input hlpothesis supports the notion that skill getting is a n€cessary

prerequisite for skill using.

(B) Kaowledge of grammatical rules is a guarantee ofbeing able to us€ those rules for

commudcation.
(C) Comprehensible output hr?othesis suggests that opportunities to produce language are

important for language acquisition.

(D) Enors made by an L2 leamer will be the same as those made by an Ll leamer
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3. Wlich ofthe following statemenls is corect?

(A) Unlike the acquisition of other aspects of language, vocabulary leaming does not seem

to be impeded by age.

(B) Listing, sequencing and integating items are the first priority activity in syllabus

design.
(C) Traditional language approach contains lots oflow-structure activities.

(D) An interprctation model of teaching asks students to reproduce larlguage.

4. Which ofthe following statements about intrinsic motivation is corect?
(A) lotrinsically motivated behavioN are canied out in anticipation ofa rcward

fiom outside and beyond the self.
(B) Iltrinsically motivated activities are the ones in which there is no apparent reward but

the activity itself.
(C) Intrinsic motivation is the only deteminant for successful language leaming.

@) Research shows rhat extrinsic reward cannot have an effect on intrinsic motivation.

5. Which ofthe following statements about bilingualism is conect?
(A) Subtracrive bilingualism emphasizes on leamers' second language leaming and

sacrifices their first language leaming.

(B) Simultaneous bilingualism means leamen initially leam the first language and ther the

second language.

(C) Bilingualism should emphasize on language leaming only and ignore culfual issues.

(D) Sequential bilingualism emphasizes on the first language learning only.

6. Which ofthe following methods uscs the counseling-leaming theory to t€ach language?

(A) The Natural Approach
(B) Cornmunity Language Leaming

(C) Total Physical Respons€

(D) The Silent way

7. Which ofthe following guidelines about teaching English to children (up to the age ofeleven

or so) is NgI corfect?

(A) Language needs to be context-embedded.

(B) Sensory aids are used.
(C) Teachers should explain grammar, using terms like present progressive tense, rclative

clause, etc.

(D) Nonverbal language is importart.
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8. Which ofthe following statements about leaming strategies is NqI correct?

(A) Repetition (e.g. imiiating a language model) is one ofthe metacognitive strategies.

(B) Self-evaluation is on€ ofthe metacognitive stategies.

(C) Note-taking is one ofthe cognitive sraregies.

(D) Resourcing (e.g. using target language reference materials) is one ofthe cognitive

shategles.

9. Which ofthe following statements about coopemtive leaming is Nq! conect?
(A) Students work on social skills.
(B) Stud€nts always take tests in groups.

(C) Teachers teach languages as well as cooperation.

(D) Students are trained to think in tems of"positive interdependence."

10. Which ofthe following statements about teaching listening is Nq! colrect?

(A) Both extensive and intensive listening should be emphasized.

(B) It is necessary for the teacher to present some cdtical words at the beginning ofa

listening lesson.
(C) ln post-listening, the teacher can ask leamers to infer the meaning of new words.

(D) Students should not be encouraged to take risks or make inferences.
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1 l. Top-Down Processing

I 2. Cdterion-Referenced Tests

13. Recast

14. Action Research

I 5. Task-Based Syllabus

I 6. The Acquisition-Leaming Hypothesis
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17. The benchmark of successful language acquisition is almost always the demonstation of

an ability to accomplish pmgmalic goals though intemctive discourse with other speakers

ofthe language. However, it is common to find students rcluctant to speak in class,

especially in the EFL context. Please
(l) discuss what linguistic facts inlibit EFL leamers fiom speaking, and what principal

facto$ account for such reluctance to spgak, and

(2) propose ideas or plans for teachers to ovgrcome students' reluctance to speak.

18. Recently storr.telling has been popular in children's English instniction.

(l ) Briefly discuss the teaching theorieVphilosophy of storltelling insfuction.

(2) Describe the disadvantages and advantages ofstorytelling instuction and then discuss

how to make such an iostruction more effective.
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